Spectrum Analyzed At English Forum

The current edition of Spectrum, produced by students at SBG, has begun to digress across the country and is rated as an important contribution to the literary world. The booklet sells for 35 cents and includes works by Jean Cocteau, Martin Gardner, and M. A. De Angelis, among others. Students and visitors from the San Francisco area read the literary works of these noted authors. The meeting was conducted by President Richard W. McLellan in the English Club at 2 p.m. on Monday.

Display Policy Set By Art Committee

Policy concerning displays in the seven large glass cases in the Classroom Building is based on a preliminary statement issued by the Art Objects Committee, under the leadership of Howard C. Panet, Art Department, chairman.

Sounds of Music,' Annual Fall Festival, Closes Tonight;
Faulkner Directs SBC Orchestra Through Musical History

Tonight marks the end of a three-day musical symposium presented by the Music Department.

Judicial Measures Back Up Rules Adopted In Meeting Of IFC-Panhellenic Councils

At a joint meeting of the Panhellenic, Interfraternity Council, and the President of the Santa Barbara College faculty, members of the music department conducted workshops. Students in the Berkeley and UCSB were faculty members.

Gala Banquet

This year’s banquet will be held at the athletic center with a theme of “Two in a Quilt.”

Charities Committee

To Hold Food Drive

Next week, continuing through the Labor Day weekend, the entire student body is expected to cooperate in this operation.

FRESHMEN DONATE

PERPETUAL CROWN

A new tradition has been established by the Class of ’62. A perpetual crown will be awarded to the female student judged to be the most beautiful by the IFC and Panhellenic Councils.

Peace plans to tie in with the promotion of a “Day of Peace” on the campus.

Display Policy Set By Art Committee

Policy concerning displays in the seven large glass cases in the Classroom Building is based on a preliminary statement issued by the Art Objects Committee, under the leadership of Howard C. Panet, Art Department, chairman.

JR.-SR. PROM PLANS TAKE FORM AS JOHNSON TURNS IN WINNING THEME

A winning theme and ambitious chairman promise to make the Junior-Senior Prom one of the biggest events of the year. Both plans are working hard to give their class a night to remember.

The student government recently announced the election of three new officers: Don Drickson, executive director; William Mudrick, executive director; and Rosemary Williams, administrative assistant.
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New Ring Loafer styled by Taylor-Made

Perfect for campus and sports wear see these handsome New Ring Loafers. Hand-sewn and laced in rich, mellow-textured calf, combined with Taylor-Made's extra light construction, provides free and easy foot comfort. Heavy single sole provides longer wear. In black or brown.

15.95

CHARGE IT: Use our new revolving credit plan...take up to 6 months to pay!
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Safely Disregarded in Latest Proposal by Highway Commission

By Louis G. Robinson

On Aug. 27, 1957, Santa Barbara College submitted to the Regents of the University of California a request concerning with the original premise for an access road. El Gaucio feels that the issue is of tremendous import to the student body and has been doing research on the subject for several weeks. The end of this article will by no means be the end of the presentation to the students. We feel that the road was originally planned to provide a route to the campus which would take the students off the highway and, consequently, remove many hazards involved in traveling between the community and the school.

The powers-who-be have not taken the basic issue into consideration—an access road to a state university free from traffic hazards—but have temporarily rejected, at the most, taken no action on, the proposal that we feel is valid.

Favorable plans have been presented, most of them hinging on solving some segment other than the university. We don’t mean to say that our every wish should be satisfied; what we contest is that we will be using this road, that the university is an asset to the community and state and that the education received at a university must have some worth or the state is pouring a lot of money down the drain supporting this school. Considering these points, we feel that there is no valid argument for not considering our plans in this matter.

The progress (which is next to nil) in this matter will result in an access road (somewhere) that will be inadequate to handle the traffic as a result of the school’s growth in the interest.

The solution is in some action on the part of the officials involved replacing the bickering and legal loopholes that have dominated the scene to date.

We hope that the students who will be using the access road will conscientiously consider the matter.

Roy Ward

“Gauchos — Win the Big One!”

HOFFY

SHORTY

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP

Open

No Waiting!

Open

Tues. to Fri. Student Union Saturdays

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

RAY WEST

Los Angeles

The greatest espionage and security problem perhaps in the United States has been the atomic power and how to guard its secret from the enemies of the free world. Since the first New Mexico atom blast in early 1945, the Federal Government has been on the alert to guard its secrets!

The War Office of Great Brit-

ain has also been close, with

foreign agents, and placed

Great Britain’s atomic secrets

to guard its secrets!

This is it on the stand that

President Eisenhower is hesitat-

ing to as a divergence of the

atomic forces of the two na-

tions. Why give away atomic

secrets to an unsafe source such as the U.S.?

The initial atomic leaks
came during the war when the

U.S.R.S.S, was burning an ally and member in good standing of the United Na-

tions.

Dr. Allan Nunn May worked, as a British scientist, on several Canadian American atom projec-

tions from 1942 to 1945, when he

was arrested, confessing that he

had transmitted everything he

knew to the Soviets.

Dr. Klaus Fuchs

An active Communist since 1934, Dr. Klaus Fuchs

feared he needed political asylum in

England to save his life, (married) worked on numerous

Atomic bomb projects, from 1935 to 1956, when he, too, confessed his disloyalty and aid to Russia. However, statements are summed up in the widely quoted state-

ments by the Harvard historian, “You can’t put any spy in the history of

national security.”

British nationalized Italian

scientist, Dr. Bruno Pontecorvo,

took, after working on

Alfred projects, a “vacation” to

Moscow in March of ’55, where he had remained ever

since.

Two months later two

British intelligence experts,

Clark Reynolds

Gauge the port of the

United States has been the ever-present shadow of atomic power
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The Anthology is a compila-

tion of the finest poetry con-

tributed by the college men and women of America, representing every
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section of the country. Selections

for the forthcoming issue.

Poems Accepted

Poems written by these UCSB

students have been accepted for

the Anthology of College Poetry. The

poems, "Californiaing by English

Lack, ‘New Jersey Mist’ by Bob,

Sprung, and ‘The Lost Peoples’ by

Ruth Perlaksky, will appear in the

forthcoming issue of the Anthology.

The Anthology is a compilation of the finest poetry written by the college men and women of America, representing every section of the country. Selections were made from thousands of poems submitted.

So Easy to Buy!

So Wonderful to Give!

Smith-Corona PORTABLE TYPewriter

Key to Success

504 State Street, Santa Barbara, Calif.
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The Freshman Class Council, headed by Class President Bruce Tuttle, is working to clarify the University rules concerning the residences. In particular, rules conflict with the Freshman Class Constitution, which is the basis for the residence rules. The committee is working on a resolution to clarify these issues.

Rules Conflict

The committee, in its first session of the year, has initiated a review of the residence rules. This was prompted by the discovery that some of the rules are in conflict with the Freshman Class Constitution. The committee is working on a resolution to clarify these issues.

New Judicial Setup

In Casitas Dorms

Interpretation of the University rules concerning the residence halls is being handled by the Freshman Class Council. The council is working on a resolution to clarify these issues.

Judicial Committee

The Judicial Committee of the Freshman Class is working on the interpretation of the University rules concerning the residence halls. The committee is working on a resolution to clarify these issues.

Scabbard and Blade Initiate Members

Santa Barbara Campus company of Scabbard and Blade, national military science honorary, initiated 14 new members at a recent meeting of the society. The initiates are upper-division students who have been selected by the active members of the company.

URC Notes

The Student Body and the General Public are invited to attend the open house and inspection of the campus, which is being held from 2-5 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 6. The committee have thus far surpassed all expectations but especially for Homecoming activities, which is its annual Christmas project.

Swing to Hot Jazz Licks with the Dorsey Bros.

A golden dream got under way in 1935 and has made a sudden disappearance within the past year. That dream was the six-letter name "Dorsey," preceded by those two immortal prefixes, Jimmy and Tommy.

Rules Conflict

The somewhat successful swing band of the Dorsey brothers made an unusual disappearance in '36 and soon, very soon, two separate bands reappeared, Jimmy and Tommy, quick-tempered as they both were, but declared officials of the public.

From the standpoint of jazz history, this was a wonderful milestone in music. The Tommy Dorsey Band quickly skyrocketed to "sentimental" status, but later, when Jimmy burned up the stage with his singing clarinet between 1933 and 1940.

In the latter year, drummer Buddy Rich and vocalist Frank Sinatra joined T.D., and trumpeter Ziggy Elman replaced Bunny Berigan.

Songs such as "Marie," "Song of India," "Boogie Woogie," "Opus No. 1," "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot," and "Hawaiian War Crane" sold millions. Dick Haymes replaced Bing Crosby in the latter year, as they both were, had declared for interested children of Santa Barbara at Christmas time.

The Tommy Dorsey Band's prominence was also the rage during this period. As the "sloppy-joe" sweaters of the '20s were pretty sharp too.

Take a look around the campus and you'll see them today, worn by men who make their own fair and square decision for themselves. This kind of fashion, which is popular right now, is sure to be a hit this season.

This particular style, reminiscent of when Grandpa wore it, is still being used to this day. Everyone has heard of Darwin's theory of the evolution of fashion which is occurring right before our eyes.

The initiates are upper-division students, and are being selected by the active members of the company. The new members are Michael W. Brown, L. L. Cramer, George Harte, Allen Jones, Robert Kilstein, Stanley McGlynn, Robert E. Salyan, Thomas C. Peter, Herbert C. Simpson, Donald W. Steiger, Marvin L. Van Horne, Frank S. Whittington, Bruce Varner, and Ronald C. Wall.

These members are now taking an active part in the affairs of the company. Several committees, including one for the planning of the annual Military Ball, have been appointed from among the new members. Frank Whittington was selected as a delegate to the national Scabbard and Blade convention held in St. Louis this past week.

Students competing in the drill-dressing contest are reminded to turn in their uniforms Dec. 2 at Room 121 at Santa Rosa Hall. The contest is sponsored by the ASP and is its annual Christmas project. Approximately 90 dolls have been distributed throughout the campus for rejuvenation.

Judging is scheduled to take place Friday, Dec. 6. Entries are judged on overall appearance, originality of costume, and quality of workmanship. There are several categories, and two or three prizes will be awarded in each. The categories are "Miss Universe," which includes dolls dressed in foreign costume; "Baby Dolls," after U.S. Fashion; and "Most Original." Winners will receive ribbons.

Sally Richards, chairman of the project, said that the dolls will be turned over to the Council for Christmas Cheer on Dec. 9, and from there will be distributed to the underprivileged children of Santa Barbara at Christmas time.

RHA Announces Its Annual Open House

The Religious Conference Chapel will hold an open house inspection of campus on Friday, December 6th, from 2:30 to 5:00 p.m. The student body and the general public are invited to attend the open house and inspection.

The committee are thus far surpassed all expectations, but especially for Homecoming activities, which is its annual Christmas project.

The somewhat successful swing band of the Dorsey brothers made an unusual disappearance in '36 and soon, very soon, two separate bands reappeared, Jimmy and Tommy, quick-tempered as they both were, but declared officials of the public.

From the standpoint of jazz history, this was a wonderful milestone in music. The Tommy Dorsey Band quickly skyrocketed to "sentimental" status, but later, when Jimmy burned up the stage with his singing clarinet between 1933 and 1940.

In the latter year, drummer Buddy Rich and vocalist Frank Sinatra joined T.D., and trumpeter Ziggy Elman replaced Bunny Berigan.

Songs such as "Marie," "Song of India," "Boogie Woogie," "Opus No. 1," "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot," and "Hawaiian War Crane" sold millions. Dick Haymes replaced Bing Crosby in the latter year, as they both were, had declared for interested children of Santa Barbara at Christmas time.

The Tommy Dorsey Band's prominence was also the rage during this period. As the "sloppy-joe" sweaters of the '20s were pretty sharp too.

Take a look around the campus and you'll see them today, worn by men who make their own fair and square decision for themselves. This kind of fashion, which is popular right now, is sure to be a hit this season.

This particular style, reminiscent of when Grandpa wore it, is still being used to this day. Everyone has heard of Darwin's theory of the evolution of fashion which is occurring right before our eyes.
WATER POLO SEASON ENDS AS UCLA SHUTS OUT SANTA BARBARA, 15-0

UCLA's powerful water polo team swamped the Gauchos, 15-0, last Friday in the College pool. After taking a 2-0 lead in the first quarter, the Bruins shut out any Santa Barbara hopes for victory by scoring six times in the second period.

This was the second straight win for the Bruins over the Gauchos, Santa Barbara was unable to move the ball against the UCLA defense. Most of the time one side of the pool as time after time the Bruins stole the ball or intercepted passes.

The Bruins increased an eight-point halftime lead to 11 by the end of the third quarter. The Gauchos were held to three goal attempts while they were kept out of the net for 31 tries. Bruin Bill Fox dominated the scoring by tallying seven goals.

The Gauchos, in their first season, failed to win a game.

UCSB Cross Country Team Finishes Third In Conference Meet

Santa Barbara's cross-country team finished third in the California Collegiate Athletic Assoc. meet held last Saturday at San Luis Obispo.

This marked the seventh straight championship for San Diego as they won seven of the first eight places for 15 points, followed by Fresno with 69, UCSB with 73 and Cal Poly with 86. Due to injuries, the strong Fresno State team was forced to cancel its entry.

Bill Gallaher, Ed Alshak and Clarence Ranks of San Diego finished in a dead heat for first place and were followed by teammates Bob Gallaher and Bob Lar­ke in fourth and fifth, respectively.

The Gauchos Bill Collins, finishing in sixth place, led the Santa Barbara runners and Raul Yanez placed eighth. The order of the Santa Barbara finish was: Collins, Yanez, Jerry Mullins, Ned Wilson, junior; Castillo, and Bob Old­ham.

This marked the last meet for the 1957 team and for Captain Bill Collins. Coach Nick Garrett will have the entire team (except for Collins) back next year. The returning group includes Yanez, freshman; Mullins, sophmore; Fred Wilson, junior; Castillo, freshman; Oldham and Raul Yanez.

Volleyball

Santa Barbara YMCA is holding an indoor doubles tournament beginning December 4 at 7 p.m. Entry fee will be $2 per team. Entries must be in by Tuesday, December 2. Entries may be filled at the YMCA or with Les Meredith at 71625.

GUAUCHOS SEEK UPSET OVER POLY, THURSDAY

Santa Barbara's gridmen hope to make a very successful football season even more successful Thursday when they take on the pow­erful Cal Poly Mustangs at Poly Stadium in San Luis Obispo. Game time for the Turkey Day clash is 11 a.m.

Recent games show that Poly's backfield fumble bug has bit Santa Barbara, the contest now takes on even more interest than previously. The powerful Mustangs, enjoying one of their best seasons, boast a 7-3 record. They are undefeated in college competition, holding wins over such clubs as San Jose State and Fresno State. Cal Poly's only loss came at the hands of the San Diego MCRD. The Mustangs are ranked 12th among small-college teams.

Santa Barbara, having one of its best seasons, has lost only two games—Fresno and Cal State Fullerton. The Mustangs beat the last two opponents on the Gauchos schedule. Except for a monetary disappointment against Occidental, the Gauchos could have been the only undefeated collegiate outfit on the Pacific Coast.

Tramtheon Ready

At the beginning of last week the Gauchos, who have been tabbed as 17-point underdogs, faced the loss of their starting quarterback, Don Tramtheon. However, Tramtheon, at last report, will be ready to go against the Mustangs.

This news will undoubtedly be greeted with a large amount of interest by Cal Poly Tradition, which has provided the Blue and Gold with a dangerous air attack as he has passed for 610 yards and nine touchdowns. Spearheading the ground game, in what promises to be the most important game of the season in years, will be Johnny Morris, Bruce Varner, Duke Elliott and Canon Foss. In the line, Gauche Coach Ed Cole is expected to open with Kelly Hoover and Jack Lyon at the end positions, Bob Lopez and Ray Schaeck at the tackles, Jim

Gamblin' Santa Barbara: Larrencians vs. intramurals this year is a faculty basketball team. All additions to intramurals this year is a faculty basketball team. All

ITAL'S SO MUCH FUN TO GIVE THE UNUSUAL GIFTS, IMPORTS, MEXICAN AND INDIAN SILVER JEWELRY

"Come In and Browse"

Lambda Omega Rho

Since fraternalism gets athletes, some get beer. This fraternity gets virtually everybody, including women. It has basically loyal members from all football conferences around the world. It has no pins and its only ritual is the simple act of wearing Coca-Cola every day.

In name! L O L—Lovers of Redemptorism.

Join us today.

Set off under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Santa Barbara
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